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Project Kick-off
As part of the SPIRE public-private partnership and the Horizon 2020 Framework
Programme of the European Union, a four-year project has been launched, funded
under: sustainable, resource-efficient, and low-carbon technologies in energyintensive process industries. The objective for the 10 consortium members is a pilot line
based on novel manufacturing technologies for cellulose-based electrical insulation
components.
The consortium has set out to achieve both significant efficiency improvement and
higher productivity and flexibility, while ensuring lower capital and operation costs as
compared to the current state-of-the-art manufacturing process.
NOVUM aims to develop a ground-breaking manufacturing concept for electrical
insulation components and thus build a basis for a radical renewal of the manufacturing
industry. This can revolutionise the way in which power transformers are designed and
produced, and lead to the transition from the current manual production to automated
production lines with increased resource and energy efficiency.

By utilising renewable cellulose-based raw materials
and manufacturing methods such as 3D printing, the
project is working to offer unlimited customisation
properties producing little to no waste through novel
production technologies.
The processing technologies in the focus of NOVUM
are:
•3D printing of cellulose-based materials having
thermoplastic features
•Foam forming of cellulose fibres
•Thermoforming of cellulose fibres
Project ID: 768604
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TIME LINE FOR THE WORK PACKAGES AND TASKS WITHIN NOVUM

WORKPACKAGES

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

WP1: MATÉRIAL FORMULATION
Task1.1 : Raw material screening
Task1.2 : Raw material optimisation
Task1.3 : Circular economy considerations

WP2: MANUFACTURING
Task2.1 : 3D printing
Task2.2 : Foam forming
Task2.3 : Thermoforming

WP3: PROTOTYPING
Task3.1 : 3D Speciﬁcation of technical requirement
Task3.2 : Development of tasting stands and testing
procedures
Task3.3 : Material characterization
Task3.4 : Testing of prototype insulation components
and references units

WP4: PILOT LINE: ASSEMBLY
Task4.1 : 3D Development of the pilot line concept
Task4.2 : Design of the pilot line
Task4.3 : Construction and assembly of the pilot line
Task4.4 : Testing and further development of the pilot line
Task4.5 : Disassembly, shipment, ans re-assemble pilot line
and the ABB destination plant
Task4.6 : Testing and commissioning of the pilote line
at the ABB factory

Communication & Dissemination Begins
The NOVUM Project team are proud to announce the creation of their website, building
a bridge between project execution and end users in the market. During the 48 months
of the project, the website will be the primary tool for communication, thus allowing
insights on achievements, reflections, and opportunities for our peers. From fellow
academics to industrial partners and the curious environmentally engaged consumer
— all are welcome. Conversations continue, too, on the social networks where the
project will develop its communication: LinkedIn & Twitter. Follow, react, and reach out.
www.novumproject.eu
https://www.linkedin.com/company/novum-project/
https://twitter.com/novum_project
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The Consortium
NOVUM is an industry-driven project with 10 European partners with experience from
several steps along the value chain. The consortium consists of 3 large industries and
5 SMEs as well as 2 research partners. Research organisations provide their expertise
on cellulose material science, novel process technologies, and testing of prototype
components, as well as their supporting and management expertise. This will maximise
the industrial exploitation of the project results. The industrial partners have a clear
view on the business exploitation of the results from NOVUM, assuring market uptake
of the technology.
- VTT Technical Research Centre of
Finland Ltd, Finland
- ABB, Poland
- ecoXpa , Denmark
- Vertech Group, France
- 3DTECH, Finland

- RMA, Poland
- Exergy Ltd., United Kingdom
- JRS, Germany
- Ahlstrom-Munksjö Apprieu, France
- AGH University of Science and Technology,
Poland

NOVUM will have impacts across the manufacturing industry, addressing especially the
chemical industry, engineering and power sector.
A special emphasis will be placed on the cross-sectorial vision of SPIRE, focusing on:
· Using energy and resources more efficiently and reducing / preventing waste.
· Replacing current inefficient processes with more energy and resource efficient
processes when sustainability analysis has confirmed the benefits.
Reinventing materials and products to have significantly increased impact on resource
and energy efficiency over the value chain.
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